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THREE NOTES ON OEDIPUS REX
6Qai:<; f.lEV T)f.lÜ<; f)ALXOL l'tQouf]f.le6a
ßWf.lOLm "tOL<; OOL<;, ol f.lEv OUOEl'tW f.laxQuv
l't"tE06m 06evov"te<;, OL OE uUV yiJQm ßaQeL<;·
leQeiJ<; eyw f.lEV ZT]v6<;, oLoe "t' l)L6EWV
AeX1:OL· "to 0' äAAO q),ÜAOV ...
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For eyw f.lEV in v. 18 Herwerden conjectured eyw eLf.lL. This gives a much better
structure to the lines: 'You see the ages of your suppliants, some scarcely more than
fledglings, others (= me) weighed down with age. I am a priest of Zeus, and these
are chosen from the young people; the others are in the square[s]'. What might
make editors hesitate is the apparent violence of the alteration. But that violence is
indeed only apparent: at Phil. 585, where the Oxford editors depart on what
English lawyers call a frolic of their own, we have eyw eLf.l' 'A"tQeLöm<; Ouof.leviJ<;,
and in that place eLf.l' has become f.lev in G and f.lEV in QR, and the intermediate
stage in the corruption appears as 'f.l' in LSPCKSZgZoT. The Teubner text embodies
a similar emendation, itself supported by 240sq., at v. 57 of the same play.
336
The Oxford editors on p. 87 of their "Sophoclea", alluding to Nauck's translation of <heAeu"tT]1:O<; as "mit dem man nicht zu Ende kommt" observe "cneAeu"tT]1:0<; applied to a person in this sense is indeed unusual, but perfectly understandable". I still do not understand it, and consultation with eminent German speakers
has not led to any elucidation of the word in this context. The probabilities that the
word is corrupt are much increased by the frequency of its occurrence in the
Christian fathers: see Lampe's Patristic Greek Lexicon s. v. Another place where
Christian preoccupations have influenced manuscript readings comes in this play at
v. 1362: 6 f.lovoyeviJ<; in GDXs.
Sehrwald's XWtaQaL"tT]1:O<; gives a higWy suitable sense; more cautious spirits
should simply obelize.
ßOTi<; OE "tTi<; oTj<; l'tOLO<; oux EO"tm ALf.liJv;
l'tOLO<; KL6mQwv OUXi OUf.llpwvo<; "taxa ... ;
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Ir is indeed probable (Lloyd-Jones and Wilson, Hypomnemata 100 [1997] 51) that
this was accepted as the authentie text in antiquity. But antiquity is a long time, and
corruptions did not begin on its expiry. For the first word of 421 we might consider
adding to the suggestions listed in the apparatus of the third Teubner edition one
more, namely l'ta"tQLO<;: cf. 1391, and above all 1090 (KL6mQwv ... l'ta"tQLw"tav)
and 1451sq. (/tv6a xAiJL~e"tm OUf.lo<; KL6mQwv OD"t~ The alteration is much
slighter than it looks: l'ta"tQLO<; would be written as l'tQLO<;, not a long step from a
l'tOLO<; still in the scribal mind from the line before. Even when making overtly
threatening predictions the prophet still adheres to the tradition of his profession,
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by using a term which as yet Oedipus must find incomprehensible. Only later will
he bitterly describe what he thought were his ltUl:QLU ÖW!l-Ul:U as ltUl:QLU only
MYWL (1395).
Just below, in v.425, a less pusillanimous editor would have put Nauck's
admirable aWL "tOxd xui aOLt; into the text.
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